The stress state of a finite circular elastic cylinder under its own proper weight is evaluated in this paper. The edges of the cylinder are fixed. The circular surface is free from stress. To solve this problem, the finite Fourier's integral transformations were applied to the equilibrium equations and subjected boundary conditions. The stated problem was reduced to a one-dimensional vector boundary problem at the transformations' domain with regard to the unknown displacement's transformations. The apparatus of matrix differential calculations is used and the explicit solution of the vector boundary problem is constructed. These obtained formulas for the displacements have an unknown function which was found by solving the corresponding singular integral equation. The numerical results indicating the dependence of the cylinder's stress state on its geometrical parameters and proper weight were derived.
Introduction
The problem of equilibrium of an elastic cylinder of finite length is one of the oldest in elasticity. A wide review of the papers and the ideas dedicated to this topic are given in paper [1] . The construction of general solutions in an axially symmetric case was made in work [2] . Steel oscillations of an elastic cylinder under an axisymmetric load applied on its upper edges are investigated in paper [3] . The work [4] presents the results of solving exact three-dimensional equations of the theory of elasticity with a longitudinal impact on the edges of the circle cylinder. Comparing the exact theoretical solutions with the calculations based on the elementary theory of the rods and its concluded that it is possible to reduce the problem to the one-dimensional. The comparison was made for the asymptotic solutions obtained in the work [5] . Numerical methods of solving problems of deformation of finite cylinders and rods are developed in paper [6] , [7] . In the review [1] authors also stated that some problems of estimating a cylinder's stress state have yet to be solved due to their complexity. One such problem is proposed in this paper.
In this article we consider the 3-D problem for a finite-length isotropic elastic cylinder subjected to its own proper weight. Such a solution is important for the distribution of stress in cylinders exposed to such load in many areas of engineering and construction.
The novelty of the proposed approach is in the application of integral transformations directly to the equilibrium equations. It allows the construction of a one-dimensional boundary value problem in the transformations domain. This problem is solved exactly with the apparatus of matrix differential calculations. First, this approach was proposed and applied at [8] , [9] . Its use reduces the problem to a singular integral equation which is solved with the help of the orthogonal polynomials method.
The Statement of the Problem
The elastic circular cylinder 0, ra  ,
rz  -is the cylindrical coordinate system), fixed at the edges zl  is considered. The lateral surface of the cylinder is free from stress. 
where G is a shift module,  -a specific weight, Bearing that in mind, the boundary conditions will be written as
Reducing the Problem to a One Dimensional Boundary Value Problem and Its Solving
The dimensionless variables were input with the formulas r a   and z l   . The unknown displacements were searched with the form
The finite integral Fourier's transformation with regard to variable  reduce the stated problem to a one-dimensional boundary value problem in the transformations' domain. This problem is reformulated as a vector boundary problem:
here L is the differential matrix-operator of 3 × 3 order:
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The components of vector   y  are constructed in explicit form. 
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The application of inverse Fourier's transformations to these components leads to the displacement's formulas. 

The solution is reduced to a linear algebraic system equation. The numerical analysis was done. The dependences of the cylinder's stress state on its proper weight, length and radius were investigated.
Conclusion
The problem for the finite circular cylinder under its proper weight is solved. The important dependences of the cylinder's stresses on its geometrical parameters were stated.
The approach proposed in this paper enables the application of this method to solve the dynamic problem for a cylinder under a steady-state loading.
